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About This Game

Adventure. Gunslingers. Outlaws. Shoot-outs. War.

You’ll find none of those things in the one-horse town of Cow Stone Bell, as Jo will be the first to tell you. Raised by her slob of
an uncle on the far edge of the Wild West, she suffers from endless boredom and longs for the action and excitement on display

in the “dime novels” she spends so much time reading.

But after a letter arrives from the President addressed to her no-good and nowhere to be found father, fate conspires to give her
exactly what she wished for—wrapped up in a journey that will take her further from home than she ever expected.

Unfortunately, Jo is about to learn that a life of adventure may not be all it’s cracked up to be.

Being set primarily in an alternate universe version of the Wild West, Dead End Junction hits on themes relevant to the setting,
such as treatment of the Native American population and the scars left by the Civil War (represented in-universe by the Fuuro

and the Border War respectively); many of which are applicable to life in the world today.
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The soundtrack is heavily influenced by music of the era as well, with a mix of original tunes and arrangements of classics like
"When Johnny Comes Marching Home" and "Home on the Range."

Dead End Junction was written and directed by Hidume, the sole member of 773, creator of the acclaimed Cherry Tree High
series and fan of old Westerns like The Magnificent Seven and The Good, The Bad and The Ugly. Their sharp sense of
humor is on full display here, though they do an excellent job proving they can write a serious story with this title as well.

Localized by the start-up publisher Culture Select, Dead End Junction is a kinetic novel that captures the aura of the Wild West
while addressing social issues that are relevant to contemporary society.
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The groans were mighty when my daughters were told to stop for dinner. 8 year old girl approved.. So good, I really liked the
game! I've still got loads of endings to play through, definitely a good buy. I enjoyed how the game was split up into two parts
(adolescence and adulthood) that was a good touch.

I only wish there were more male partner options; there are only 3. However each one has 4 possible endings, so I suppose it
almost makes up for it :). OMG! This game is FREE! Get it now!. It's a new-thinking puzzle-game that starts out easy and get
progressively harder as you go on. There are maps that are really challenging and fun!

As an awesome bonus you also get the map editor, so when you've finished the main game you can create your own maps to
challenge your friends! Why not have a speedrun tournament where you see who can finish the other persons map the fastest?
It's really fun!. It's a pretty good game, considering i got it for 25 cents. It's simple and, you do have to read the instructions, but
worth the price.. Gotta say... I really liked this except for a few things i'll point out at the end.
The game atmosphere is really dark and scary - But the game shines on the game design itself: It is hard, but really fun. I like
point and click adventures a lot, and The Rabbit Hole mixes that with an intense escape the room experience while making it
hard with awesome puzzles.

The biggest downside is that the vive controllers are not really good... However since this is an Early Access game, and the
developers themselves are promising roomscale and better motion controls. I recommend it with that in mind.. Severely
underrated. June 4, 2015
Micron is a decent game, short and reasonable. I would consider it purely average, providing good gameplay with fair
polish, but treading familiar ground.

I was expecting some rhythm elements, but they really don't exist. Each level has sounds associated with bullet
reflections, which helps to generate the music. Nothing is really based on moving to the beat, and some puzzles require
actions between the beats. Most levels don't require speed, but a few require timed actions to catch bullets at the right
time. The difficulty curve varied widely due to these timing-based levels, forcing several restarts to complete. Still, the
game is quite easy.

The music is fair, but is not a real gameplay element. Most levels are short and can only be solved in a certain way, so
replayability only comes from Workshop levels. Puzzles were interesting but not hugely satisfying. Later levels became
more frustrating, as one mistake meant a full restart. Once levels feature over 10 objects, I was wanting an Undo
button instead of a full restart. Granted, it didn't take long, but the short game length could mean that 20% of your
time is spent restarting and rebuilding levels.

Micron didn't do anything bad, but didn't inspire me much. It's a decent game at a fair price, a nice way to spend a few
hours but not really compelling you to challenge your mind. I would recommend a sale above 50%, below $2.50 USD is
a good time-value. If you are looking for rhythm gameplay, keep looking. But puzzle fans should find some
entertainment here for a couple hours.. One of the best gaming experiences I have ever had in my entire gaming career.
With four friends its a must play game!

I wish they made more 4 player co-op horror games like this!. This finally works on Linux based computers. Yay! It is a
very enjoyable game. I think the little furlings are so adorable. Totally worth the $5 I paid for the game. No downsides.
Tutorial is excellent. Main game is wonderful. I find this game relaxing as it gives me a sense of control in my
otherwise uncontrollable life! :D So buy it & enjoy!
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Well I don't know what happened to the Farm Frenzy games over the years. They were great to start out with, fun cartoony
graphics, fast-paced play and challenging levels. Then they got really hard but still enjoyable (All the FF3 varients). Then came
the latest ones, FF:Hurricane Season and their ilk - really a blast to play and not too hard but still a bit of a challenge.
With FF4 I don't know what the heck happened! The graphics are awful, the animals barely even move around, the machines
are not upgradable, the cat meows incessantly and the game play is SLOOOOOOOW. The story is disjointed and the main
character looks nothing like the original character. It's like the developers lost any ability to program the basic things they had
been doing before. Are they trying to make the animals more realistic? Well they look unformed or something. I sure wish they
had left well enough alone. Oh well, I am still going to play it and I guess I'll recommend it if you can get it really cheap (about
$2 or so), but it's sad that the franchise has gone so far down hill.. Oh holy \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, holy
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, I HAVE MADE A TERRIBLE MISTAKE.. 1.It's more like a novel with variations in the narration
than a choice novel.
2.It is very well written and the author style is his own choosing, I personally don't mind MC not having quote because his
thinking actually melt with what he says... and you understand this at the end of the game, can't spoil you more.
3.Well ok you don't make any choice and don't leave any real impact but the narration DOES vary upon your choices. Your
character magic depends on your choice and even if the results are the same, the text IS NOT. People who don't like this style
don't like it only because they care more for results than the actual path to result. It is still a CYOA wheter you want it or not, it's
just that what changes is the way you appreciate the main story that is still the same. Those variations still add narratively and to
the atmosphere too.
4.I do find the humor funny here and am able to identify to the main character who's not a perfect icon of a hero, far from that
(not the pervert side, but I actually don't think he's that of a pervert. Guys, just admit there's different level of perversity and
here the thing is just intended for kiddy puns, really).
5.I think a lot of reviews there are misunderstanding what was intended by the author and just don't like what he chose to do.
Well, ok, but don't go criticize the thing compared to other CYOA. Because it is just a rare type of CYOA but it is still indeed
one.
6.The story is slow to start. But try to stick to the end. You could be surprised.
7.Because it is more like a novel with variations, the secondary characters have more depth than in normal CYOA.
8.I still enjoyed playing the games more than once to see how the writings changed. The result might be the same, but not the
path taken.
9. I do recommend it. It may not please everyone, because there are clear writing choices that have been made here. It is still
interesting and worth a reading. Once you finished the story, try to... put the pieces together again, you'll understand many little
details in the writings. I can only approve this.. Do not buy a vdj If you did not want to upset.. no save games. long AND boring,
only about 6 fights, but idea of a story is good.
no char stats, no changes of a char through game; no interface, stupid "reward" system, ugly "decision-effect" system.
code is unaviable, memory editing doesn`t help => no cheating or modding.
of first was 2 fo 5, this one is 1 of 10.
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